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Over the last few decades, phylogenetic comparative methods have become a central 31 approach in ecology and evolutionary biology, boosted by the expansion of comparative methods 32 available in R (Paradis, 2012; Garamszegi, 2014) . Like all statistical models, phylogenetic 33 comparative methods are subject to several types of uncertainty which can affect conclusions we 34 draw from these analyses (Donoghue & Ackerly, 1996; Huelsenbeck et al. 2000; Felsenstein, 35 2008 ). Yet, the sensitivity of (biological) conclusions to uncertainty is seldom considered (Cooper 36 et al. 2016 ). This can cause researchers to overestimate the reliability of their findings, for instance 37 by estimating too narrow confidence intervals or by providing biased parameter estimates (Rangel 38 et al. 2015; Silvestro, 2015) . 39 Three main sources of uncertainty can affect comparative methods ( Cornwell & Nakagawa, 2017). Here, we present sensiPhy, an R-package to perform sensitivity 47 analysis for the most frequently used phylogenetic comparative methods. Our main goal is to make 48 it easier for less-experienced users to implement the best practices when running comparative 49 analyses. To our knowledge, this is the first effort to combine in a single resource functions to 50 account for three types of uncertainty in commonly used comparative methods. than the general pattern. Since in all of these cases, the source of uncertainty is driven by the set 90 of species considered, we group all these issues under the name of species sampling uncertainty. The influ-functions ( Fig. 1 The function clade_phylm reruns the phylogenetic regression between sexual maturity and 173 body mass, iteratively leaving out individual families. This is defined by the argument 'clade.col' 174 which indicates the grouping variable defining which species to include. Typically, these will be 175 taxonomically defined, but other groupings can be used, for instance based on geographic 176 locations, sampling methods or data sources. The function sensi_plot can be used to visualize the results (Fig. 2) while summary shows the effect of each clade on model parameters (Table 1; 178 complete output in supplementary material). The analysis reveals that without species from the Cercopithecidae the regression slope is 185 22.8% higher than the full dataset model (Table 1 ; Fig 2a) Figure 2AB ). This is different for the Cebidae (and the Callitrichidae), which 198 strongly influence our parameter estimates even when correcting for clade size, indicating a 199 substantially different pattern (P = 0.006, Table 1 , Fig. 2CD ). The exclusion of the Lemuridae 200 continues to have no effect, both in absolute terms and when correcting for clade size (Table 1) . This analysis reveals that clade effects on estimates remained the same after taking into 230 account multiple phylogenetic trees (Fig. 3, Supplementary Table 1 ). For instance, the removal of 231 the Cercopithecidae family continues to cause a strong increase in slope (Fig. 3A) . Furthermore, Cebidae and the Callitrichidae, an expanded comparative analysis could test that hypothesis. 255 We highlight that a sensiPhy-analysis cannot directly reveal the underlying reason why a 256 biological effect is not robust to a given type of uncertainty. This can be for various methodological 257 reasons or reflect an actual biological effect. While the implications of finding that a biological 258 conclusion is sensitive to some, or multiple, forms of uncertainty will be highly context and model-259 system specific, we provide general pointers and solutions that users can explore (Table 2) . 
